Congratulations on purchasing
The Nova II Pool Light
NOVA II POOL LIGHT FEATURES

• The Nova II is equipped with an innovative Photocell. When the light is in the AUTO ON position the photocell senses the amount of sunlight. When the sun goes down the photocell will automatically turn on the NOVA II’s high powered LED.

• When the Sun rises in the morning the photocell will automatically turn the NOVA II LED’s off.

• With a fully charged battery, the NOVA II Pool Light will operate for approximately 8 hours.

ABOVEGROUND

INGROUND
NOVA II INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

• Remove the light from the box.
• Turn the dial on the top of the light until it reaches the CHARGE SETTING.
• Charge the light by attaching the provided charger to the top of the light and by plugging it into a standard 110 volt household outlet for a period of 12 hours.
• Turn the NOVA II light on by selecting the MANUAL ON or the AUTO ON setting.
  • If the MANUAL ON setting is selected it will power the light on immediately. The light will continue to run until the OFF position is selected or the battery life is exhausted.
  • If the AUTO ON setting is selected the light will power on automatically when the sun goes down. The light will continue to run until the sun comes up or the battery life is exhausted.
• Once you select either the MANUAL ON or AUTO ON setting, place the NOVA II on the surface of the pool with the lights facing down.
• When the battery life is exhausted, recharge the light for a period of 6-8 hours.
• Extensive over-charging of light will shorten battery life.
WARNINGS

• The light is not a toy or a flotation device.
• To avoid injury you should not jump or dive when the light is in your pool.
• The light contains a rechargeable battery which must be disposed of properly.
• When storing the light for the winter months make sure the battery is fully charged. Switch the light to the OFF position and place in a warm dry area. Failure to charge the battery fully before winter storage will void the warranty.